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Ken Sosnick is a Managing Director in the Power and Utilities practice at FTI
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Consulting and is based in Boston. Mr. Sosnick has more than 15 years of
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experience with electric utility, natural gas pipeline and crude/product pipeline

Boston, MA, 02109

industry matters before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
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Education

Prior to joining FTI Consulting, Mr. Sosnick spent over five years as a consultant,
extensively engaged in the natural gas, crude/product and electricity markets. His work
included analysis of natural gas pipeline and crude/product pipeline cost of service rates,
levelized rates, market-based rates, discounted and negotiated rates, incremental vs.
rolled-in project costs, initial certificate rates, allocation of corporate overhead costs,

B.S., Accounting, Indiana

master-limited partnership income taxes, throughput/system rate design quantities, fuel

University of Pennsylvania

recover mechanisms, NGA Section 5 rate complaints, return on equity calculations under

Associations

methods, depreciation rate and negative salvage rate calculations, asset retirement

the discounted cash flow/risk premium/capital asset pricing model/expected earnings
obligations, FERC Form 1 and 2 filing requirements as well as being proficient in the

Energy Bar Association
FERC Liquids Committee

application of FERC’s uniform system of accounts.
Mr. Sosnick has prepared expert testimony for proceedings at FERC, prepared expert

FERC Natural Gas Pipeline

reports assessing and quantifying damages in civil litigation, conducted strategic analysis

Committee

for a large energy company considering alternatives for its existing pipeline and storage

FERC Practice Committee

portfolio, written a whitepaper on the impacts of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on FERC
regulated assets as well as a whitepaper on the impacts of FERC Orders in SFPP, LP

Expertise

Docket No. IS08-390 related to Master Limited Partnerships and other pass-through entities

Economic Consulting

assessments of regulated electric and natural gas utilities in the U.S.

Expert Testimony

Before working as a consultant, Mr. Sosnick spent 10 years at FERC and spent two years

Public Policy

as an auditor in the Office of Enforcement and eight years as an expert witness and a lead

Industries

crude/product pipeline proceedings in the Office of Administrative Litigation. Mr. Sosnick's

income tax allowance. In addition, he has conducted confidential buy-side valuations and

technical staff negotiator on major electric utility, interstate natural gas pipeline and
insights were incorporated into the revision of the FERC Form 2 in Docket No. RM07‐9‐000,

Energy, Power & Products

which lead to the FERC-initiated Section 5 natural gas pipeline proceedings from 2009 to
today.

Mr. Sosnick currently teaches an executive FERC Natural Gas 101 course for EUCI and
previously taught Practical and Regulatory Training for the Natural Gas Interstate Pipeline
Industry at the New Mexico State University Center for Public Utilities, specifically
addressing FERC requirements for determining “just and reasonable” rates. Mr. Sosnick
holds a B.S. in Accounting from the Indiana University of Pennsylvania. He is a member of
the Energy Bar Association, FERC Liquids Committee, FERC Natural Gas Pipeline
Committee and FERC Practice Committee.

